
 

SNAPSEED EDITING TOOLS 
 
TUNE IMAGE 

Brightness Darken or lighten the entire image. Contrast Increase or decrease the overall contrast of the image. 
Saturation Add or remove vibrancy to the colors in the image. Ambiance  adjust the balance of light in the entire image. 
Shadows Darken or lighten only the shadows in the image. Highlights Darken or lighten only the highlights in the image. 
Warmth Add a warm or cool color cast to the entire image 

 
DETAILS: enhance details to make subject pop. Swipe vertically to select Structure or Sharpening. Swipe horizontally to enhance. 

Structure increases the amount of details. Structure brings out texture of objects, without affecting the edges of the objects. 
Sharpening increases the amount of sharpness in the details of the image. 

 
CURVES: A more flexible way to adjust contrast in specific tonal areas of the image. Tap on line to create an anchor point, then drag up or 
down. Tap multiple times to create multiple anchor points along line, and move each one to make image adjustments, minor or major.  
 
WHITE BALANCE: Tap A/W to automatically adjust the color settings, or tap the eye-dropper to open and place the color picker to find 
neutral gray. Swipe vertically to select the Temperature or Tint parameters, and swipe horizontally to enhance: 

Temperature Balance colors between cool blue tones and warm yellow tones 
Tint Balance colors between cool green tones and warm magenta tones 
 

PERSPECTIVE: Adjust perspective distortion with standard pinch, zoom, and drag. Choose to turn edge healing on or off. With healing 
turned on, Perspective will automatically fill any blank edges so that no cropping is required. With healing turned off, any blank edges will 
be left solid black to be cropped out as a separate step. 
 
EXPAND can increase the size of your canvas and fill up the new space in smart ways with content from your image.  
 
SELECTIVE Tap plus sign, tap the desired image area to place Control Point. Use pinching to view the area affected (red overlay).  To edit 
the selection Control Point must be blue (tap on the point). Swipe vertically for menu, choose option, swipe horizontally to enhance.  

Brightness Lighten or darken the selected area only. 
Contrast Increase or decrease the contrast of the selected area only. 
Saturation Increase or decrease the color vibrancy of the selected area only. 

 
BRUSH Use fingertip as a brush for advanced editing. Change the size of the brush by zooming in and out of the image. Within each brush, 
select up or down arrow to change the opacity of the brush, or select Eraser to erase previously brushed areas. Tap the eye to view a 
preview of the brush strokes in orange.  Tap Brush icon to access the menu of brush effects: 

Dodge & Burn - selectively lighten or darken areas of the image.  Exposure - increase or decrease exposure of selected areas.  
Temperature - paint cool/warm tones on the image.  Saturation - Increase or decrease color purity selectively. 

 
HEALING Use fingertip brush to swipe over areas to disappear – combines background with “flaw” to make seamless background. 
 
HDR SCAPE Use to bring out as much detail as possible in high contrast image. Easy to overdue and ruin image. HDR Scape aggressively 
brighten shadows/darken highlights. Fine tune effect by lowering filter strength. 4 pre-ets: Nature, People, Fine and Strong. 
 
TEXT After choosing the format and style, you double-tap the text “box” to enter your actual wording. 
 Pallet options are color swatches that affect font style and text formats 
 Drop allows adjustments to the opacity of the text or inversion of colors 

Samples provide options for font styles, formats, and presentation designs 
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GLAMOR GLOW Tap samples to select a preset glow effect. For precise adjustments, swipe vertically on the image to access the edit 

menu. Once an option has been selected, swipe horizontally to enhance.  
Glow Swipe right to increase softening.     Saturation Add or remove color purity.     Warmth Add a warm/cool color cast. 

 



TONAL CONTRAST Brings out subtle contrasts across shadows and highlights, with precise exposure control. Swipe vertically on the image to 
access the edit menu – then swipe horizontally to enhance.  

High Tones Add contrast to the highlights in the image. 
Mid Tones Add contrast to the middle gray tones in the image. 
Low Tones Add contrast to the shadows in the image. 
Protect Shadows Prevents detail loss in shadows after contrast in the Low Tones is increased. 
Protect Highlights Prevents detail loss in highlights after contrast in the High tones is increased. 

 
DRAMA Tap samples to select a filter style - swipe vertically to adjust Strength or Saturation - swipe horizontally to enhance: 

Filter Strength Increase or decrease the effect of the chosen style. 
Saturation Add or remove vibrancy to the colors in the image. 

 
VINTAGE evokes nostalgia by simulating the color film photos. Tap Samples to select a color style - precise adjustments, swipe vertically on 
the image to access the edit menu, swipe horizontally to enhance.  

Brightness Darken or lighten the image. 
Saturation Add or remove vibrancy to the colors in the image. 
Style Strength Increase or decrease the effect of the chosen style. 
Vignette Strength Swipe right to darken the edges of the image and incorporate a vignette with the vintage coloring. 
 

GRAINY FILM replicates shooting on color film with a realistic grain. Tap samples to select film and grain style. Swipe vertically to adjust the 
Grain or Style Strength. Once selected, swipe horizontally to enhance: 

Grain Add natural-looking grain to the image. A value of 0 will ensure no grain is added. 
 

RETROLUX: Tap in gallery of Samples to select style.  
A crossed-arrow icon will appear on the style Sample - tap to randomize the options within style.  
Swipe vertically to access edit menu. Swipe horizontally on selected option to enhance 

Tap Crossed-Arrow on bottom menu shuffles the various REtrolux fileter effects 
Brightness Darken or lighten the image. 
Saturation Add or remove vibrancy to the colors in the original image. 
Contrast Increase or decrease the overall contrast of the image. 
Style Strength Increase or decrease the effect of the chosen style. 
Scratches Swipe right to increase visibility of dirt/scratches. Scratches can apply even with a Style Strength value of 0. 
Light Leaks Swipe right to increase light leaks. Light Leaks can apply even with a Style Strength value of 0. 
 

GRUNGE  Shuffle: tap to shuffle the various Grunge filter controls. Quickly experiment with different looks of the image. 
Texture: tap texture button for list of available textures. Tap the Properties button to randomize angle/position of texture  
Style: swipe left/right changes color distribution.  
Brightness: swiping this control to the right will brighten the entire photo, while swiping to the left will darken it. 
Contrast: use to increase difference between brightest/darkest objects. Swiping right will increase the contrast, left reduces. 
Saturation: swiping to right increases saturation of colors. Swiping left decreases saturation. A value -100 is a photo without color. 
Texture Strength: swiping right increases visibility of textur. Swiping left makes texture more subtle. A value of 0 = no texture. 

 
BLACK AND WHITE tap Samples to select a preset b/w style. To alter the strength of color transformation, use color filters. 

 Swipe vertically to adjust Brightness, Contrast, and Grain - swipe horizontally to enhance. 
Brightness Darken/lighten    Contrast Increase/decrease overall contrast.    Grain Add grain to the image. A value of 0 = no grain. 

 
NOIR creates moody b/w with toning and wash effects. Tap Samples to select style. Swipe vertically to access the edit menu. 

Brightness Darken or lighten the image. Wash  to the right to apply moody shadows and highlights. 
Grain Add grain to the image. Value of 0 = no grain. Filter Strength Increase or decrease the effect of the chosen style. 

 
PORTRAIT Automatic filter settings that use a variety of controls. Additional adjustments for each filter are accessed 

by swiping up/down, and adjusted by swiping left/right.  Face Spotlight Skin Smoothing Eye Clarity 
 
HEAD POSE Active by default. Drag around face. Shifts facial plane. Targeted adjustments are: Pupil Size, Smile, Focal Length. 
 
LENS BLUR Toggle between bracketed dot/bulls-eye to switch between linear/elliptical focus. Use pinch to alter size, shape, or rotation. 

Select desired shape of any specular highlights that appear within the blurred areas by tapping samples. For additional 
adjustments, swipe vertically to access the edit menu - swipe horizontally to enhance.  

Blur Strength Swipe right to increase the strength of the blur effect. 
Transition Swipe right to increase the distance of fade between the in-focus and blurred areas. 
Vignette Strength Swipe right to darken the edges of the image and incorporate a vignette with the blur. 
 

VIGNETTE provides method of emphasizing subject. Tap and drag the blue dot onto the subject of the image. Use pinching to expand or 
restrict the vignette's center size. Swipe vertically to select either Outer Brightness/Inner Brightness, swipe horizontally to enhance: 

Outer Brightness Swipe to the right to brighten the outer edges of the image, or swipe to the left to darken. 
Inner Brightness Swipe to the right to brighten the center of the image, or swipe to the left to darken. 

 
DOUBLE EXPOSURE blend two photos and choose from blending modes, which control how pixels on each layer interact with each other. 
Allows masking (Layer Stack>Edit>Brush).   in Works best with images that have large areas are light or dark.  
 
 


